
4. TOYO STAINLESS STEEL KAKOH CO., LTD.
If you need welding and machining of stainless steel, just leave it to Toyo Stainless Kako!

flanges, clamp joints, stainless steel products

welding (vacuum chambers/vacuum pipes)         

1. Line of Business / Production Items

Main Products:  1. Stainless steel flange manufacturing 
    2. Stainless steel welding in general
           (mainly vacuum chambers, vacuum piping, chemical pipe welding processing,
        tank manufacturing, etc.)

Main Technology:  We manufacture flange and clamp joints based on our understanding of the characteristics 
   of stainless steel that we have acquired through our 50 years of experience.　
   We have a proven track record of prefabricated pipe welding for shipbuilding 
   (LPG, LNG tankers, etc.), and recently vacuum welding for manufacturing vacuum chambers.

Main Customer plant engineering industry, vacuum equipment industry
(industry): 
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As a general manufacturer specializing in stainless steel that manufactures, handles, and sells 
everything from vacuum equipment to small parts, we work to solve customer problems 
from the planning and design stages.



2. We are looking for...

SUPPLIER

3. Company Profile & Contact Information

1. Manufacturers of stainless steel flanges (forging/machining), especially those that 
    can manufacture large sizes (capable of forging diameters of 175 mm or more)
2. Stainless steel welding in general (mainly vacuum chambers, vacuum piping, chemical 
    pipe welding processing, tank manufacturing, etc.)

(Industries) 
・A company with cost competitiveness and quality control capabilities comparable to China
   (local company)
・A company that cooperates with us to improve Q (quality), C (cost), and D (delivery) 
   to be positioned as our Thai factory rather than our supplier.
   If possible, a company that can handle everything from material procurement to export.

1. We have experienced engineers (meisters) in-house who are involved in high-precision stainless steel     
    welding, such as TIG welding and vacuum welding.　We are working to improve the efficiency and speed   
   of the QDC of the welding process, aiming to shorten delivery times and improve quality. 
   Under the guidance of the meisters, we are also focusing on human resource development.

2. We manufacture and sell products that comply with JIS standards and European and 
    American international standards using stainless steel materials that meet customer needs.　
   We have cutting machines, such as CNC, MC, etc., and work on improving the efficiency of QDC
   in the manufacturing process to shorten work times, reduce costs, and enhance quality.

TOYO STAINLESS STEEL KAKOH CO., LTD (Japan Head Office)
■ Established Year  : 1970
■ Number of Employees  : 35
■ Capital (USD)   : 10,000,000
■ Person in Charge   : Takashi NAKAMURA (Mr.)
■ Title     : President
■ Language    : English, Japanese
■ Address     : 
 Head Office & factory : 20-79, Rinkai-cho, Kishiwada-shi, Osaka, 596-0013, JAPAN TEL: +81-72-423-9302
 Shonan factory  : 3-17-18, Hatori, Fujisawa, KANAGAWA, 251-0056, JAPAN
 Tachikawa Office  : 20-12-201, Sunagawa-cho, Tachikawa, TOKYO 190-0031, JAPAN
 ■E-mail     : takashi.nakamura@toyostainless-kako.co.jp
 ■Website     : (JP) http://www.toyostainless-kako.co.jp/

our head office factory (inside) our head office/factory Exhibition//Vacuum 2022
We are also planning to participating in Vacuum 2023, 

to be held at Tokyo Bigsite.
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looking for
SUPPLIER


